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Next Level Security Systems Honored with Two ESX Maximum Impact Awards 
The NLSS Gateway Micro wins overall award and  

integrated security solutions category at 2010 ESX Expo 
 
Pittsburgh – June 17, 2010 – Next Level Security Systems (www.nlss.com), a developer of a new 
breed of unified, networked security solutions, was honored as the overall winner of the Best 
Maximum Impact Award for the NLSS Gateway Micro at the 2010 Electronic Security Expo. 
Furthermore, the NLSS Gateway Micro was also honored with the Maximum Impact Award in 
the Services: Integrated Security Solutions category.  
 
“The Maximum Impact Awards recognize that Next Level Security Systems is pushing the 
envelope in the development of integrated security solutions,” said Peter Jankowski, Chairman 
and CEO, Next Level Security Systems. “This award also highlights the support the alarm and 
integration communities have of solutions that simplify the installation process and dramatically 
improve efficiency.” 
 
The NLSS Gateway Micro is the compact version of the NLSS Gateway. The platform combines 
essential elements of a physical security solution, including video management, access control, 
video analytics and Voice over IP, into one appliance to provide seamless communication 
between systems. The NLSS Gateway Micro supports multiple streams of digital video in various 
resolutions and formats, and supports access control panels and readers up to 16 doors. The NLSS 
Gateway Micro also offers key features such as auto discovery and auto provisioning of edge 
devices to simplify the installation process. The NLSS Gateway Micro also includes a wide range 
of video analytics such as people counting, entry and exit monitoring, trip wire, loitering and face 
grabbing. 
 
The ESX Maximum Impact Awards is the first program designed to recognize products for their 
impact on the business of integration and monitoring companies. An expert panel of judges 
evaluates both new and recently shipped products for their ability to increase revenues, profits 
and company value.  
 
The NLSS Gateway Micro is part of Next Level’s broad family of unified and intuitive 
networked solutions including the NLSS Gateway, NLSS HD Media Decoder, and NLSS 
MultiTouch Console. For further information on Next Level’s comprehensive product line, visit 
booth #305 at the 2010 ESX Expo in Pittsburgh or visit http://www.nlss.com. 
 
About Next Level Security Systems 

Next Level Security Systems is a physical security company focused on developing a new breed 
of unified networked security solutions. Next Level’s products combine the performance, 
sophistication and functionality of enterprise-class security systems into a compact, unified and 



affordable solution. Led by a team of seasoned security executives and world-class engineers, 
Next Level was built around the core belief that exceptional performance and advanced 
technology should be both easy-to-use and affordable. The Next Level team’s mission is to 
develop advanced hardware and software products that set new standards in performance vs. cost. 
For more information on Next Level’s groundbreaking technologies, visit http://www.nlss.com. 
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